Standard methods in experimental philosophy have sought to measure folk intuitions using experiments, but certain limitations are inherent in experimental methods. Accordingly, we have designed the Free-Will Intuitions Scale to empirically measure folk intuitions relevant to free-will debates using a different method. This method reveals what folk intuitions are like prior to participants' being put in forced-choice experiments. Our results suggest that a central debate in the experimental philosophy of free will-the "natural" compatibilism debate-is mistaken in assuming that folk intuitions are exclusively either compatibilist or incompatibilist. They also identify a number of important new issues in the empirical study of free-will intuitions.
Introduction
Do people naturally think free will is compatible with determinism? Or are they instead natural incompatibilists? This has been a central debate in the experimental philosophy of free will, and the standard approach of those addressing this question has been to ask the folk for intuitive judgments in response to vignettes, where these judgments take the form of choices between conflicting philosophical positions. A limitation of this approach, which we call the Conflict Method, is that it is committed to a conception of intuitive judgments that is limited, and can be misleading. As a way of supplementing this method, we have developed a philosophical free-will scale, following the scale methodology used in social psychology. Our Free-Will Intuitions Scale (FWIS) provides access to psychological information that is inaccessible to the Conflict Method, revealing what folk intuitions are like prior to participants' being placed in forced-choice experimental situations. We discuss here the impact of this information on the question of natural compatibilism.
Unlike previous free-will scales developed by psychologists, our scale is designed from the ground up with philosophical issues in mind. The process of developing a scale allows us to determine empirically when the folk will interpret philosophical statements in ways relevant to philosophical debates. These data are important, and are missed by the Conflict Method. We emphasize, however, that the FWIS is a supplement to the Conflict Method, not a replacement for it. The Conflict Method tells us how individuals resolve conflicts between competing intuitions, whereas the FWIS explains why people resolve conflicts of intuition in one way rather than another.
In section 2, we say more about the difference between the information gathered by the Conflict Method and that gathered by the scale method. In section 3, we explain the factor-analytic method that we employ, and the specific questions we hope to address by using this method. In section 4 we present our results, before turning to a general discussion in section 5.
Natural Compatibility and the Conflict Method
Some experimental philosophers have recently conjectured that folk intuitions are naturally incompatibilist (e.g., Nichols, 2004; Nichols & Knobe, 2007) . Others deny this, presenting empirical results designed to show instead that people are natural compatibilists (e.g., Nahmias, Morris, Nadelhoffer, & Turner, 2005; Nahmias & Murray, 2011; compare Feltz, Cokely, & Nadelhoffer, 2009) . The compatibility at issue is between free will and determinism, where determinism is the thesis that the facts of the past and the laws of nature together entail just one physically possible future.
Rather than directly addressing metaphysical questions, experimental philosophers focus on the natural compatibility question, which is a psychological question about the pre-theoretic intuitions that lead people to endorse claims about the compatibility of determinism and freedom. This question concerns whether people begin as compatibilists or incompatibilists, prior to their considering philosophical theories. If someone outside the context of philosophical theorizing assents to a statement about free will that is logically incompatible with determinism, then that person is, to that extent, a natural incompatibilist-whether or not she is explicitly aware of the incompatibility. Compatibilism and incompatibilism are logically incompatible, but that is no reason to assume that they are psychologically incompatible, and the question of natural compatibilism is above all a psychological question.
Answering this question still leaves open normative issues about how we ought to think about free will, since there may be good reasons why we should think differently than we do. Nonetheless, answers to psychological questions may inform our approach to normative theorizing. Indeed, questions of natural compatibility first took root in experimental philosophy because of claims made by both compatibilist and incompatibilist philosophers to the effect that, since the folk are natural (in)compatibilists, the burden of proof lay on the opposing camp to show that our natural position is in need of revision (e.g., Nahmias et al., 2005) . One response to this challenge is to deny that people are natural (in)compatibilists in the first place. This requires doing empirical work to show what people's natural intuitions actually are, and much of the literature in experimental philosophy aims to do just this.
However, almost a decade after philosophers first began designing experiments to measure folk intuitions about (in)compatibilism, this issue remains unresolved, with published results supporting each side. This has led researchers to propose error theories for their opponents' results. In a number of papers, Nahmias and his collaborators attempt to explain away incompatibilist intuitions by hypothesizing that the folk misinterpret determinism in one of two ways, either as mechanism or as fatalism. On the other side, Nichols and Knobe (2007) offer an error theory for compatibilist intuitions, arguing that these judgments occur only when affective responses cloud the judgment of participants. 1 We think this empirical stalemate is due in part to a limitation in how experimental philosophers have been thinking about intuitions.
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Experimental philosophers treat intuitions as the outcomes of decisions, so we call these "decision" intuitions. Participants are first situated within a philosophical debate, usually by reading vignettes, and are asked to take sides in that debate, usually by making forced-choice responses: for instance, agents in a deterministic universe either are or are not morally responsible (Nichols & Knobe, 2007 ). Yet in many cases, it seems likely that participants will find both options intuitively compelling, though perhaps for different reasons, and to differing degrees. By requiring a decision between these "basic" intuitions, this experimental design elicits an internal conflict in the mind of the respondent, and response data only record the outcomes of such conflicts. Accordingly, we call this the Conflict Method.
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Note that basic intuitions are not a new type of decision intuition. Basic intuitions are, like decision intuitions, "aggregate" judgments formed from one's background beliefs, inferences, and other mental states; we don't suggest that they are basic tout court, as psychological entities. Rather, they are basic relative to the decision intuitions of the Conflict Method. They are complex psychological processes, but they comprise options that participants must choose between in Conflict Method studies. Basic intuitions are inputs to the decision process, while decision intuitions are outputs. What isn't recorded by the Conflict Method is information about this deliberative process itself-the motivational struggle between basic intuitions that produces a decision intuition. "The intuition" of the respondent is only the "winning" intuition; all information about "losing" intuitions is lost, and the results are treated as if no struggle had occurred. This makes it look as though all respondents took their answers to be obvious. The Conflict Method thus leaves out critical information about the target phenomena of experimental philosophy: psychological facts about philosophically relevant intuitions. As a result, data collected in this way are often misleading. 4 Consider a schematic worst-case scenario. Out of 100 subjects, 50 people find option B mildly attractive, but option A is clearly better. The other 50 people, by contrast, find the decision very difficult, and make their choices without conviction or confidence. The internal conflict is intense, and respondents feel they are choosing something just because they have been asked to do so-they might as well have flipped a coin. Accordingly, the indecisive group splits evenly down the middle, with 25 people choosing A and 25 choosing B, and in the end 25 people choose B and 75 choose A. For the Conflict Method, "the intuition" of the folk is clearly represented by choice A.
From the point of view of psychological methodology, this is a disaster. Psychologically speaking, there is no difference between the 25 people who chose A for no good reason and the 25 people who chose B for no good reason. The important difference in this sample lies between the decisive group and the indecisive group, but the experimental design can't register this difference. The conclusion drawn is that the folk overwhelmingly prefer choice A, when fully half of the sample didn't prefer choice A at all. 5 We found something similar for free-will intuitions: people are often motivated to be both compatibilists and incompatibilists. We couldn't have discovered this just by running experiments asking individuals to choose between compatibilism and incompatibilism. 6 Certainly, how people resolve conflicts of intuition is an important part of the empirical story, and it should be told. Indeed, our scale is intended to be administered along with studies employing the Conflict Method. By offering an alternative way of operationalizing intuitions, the FWIS identifies relationships across experimental studies, thus providing a guide to which experiments most need to be run, which should take priority over others, and so on. Of course, information missed by any Conflict study could, in principle, be accessed by another Conflict study with a different design.
7 Yet one would have to run a large number of carefully engineered Conflict studies to reproduce the data gathered by a single administration of the FWIS. The Conflict Method makes it difficult to examine relationships between basic intuitions and decision intuitions, whereas our method makes it easy.
The FWIS is modeled after the personality scales of social psychology (e.g., John & Srivastava, 1999) . Of course, we are not the first to use scale methods to study the psychology of free will (e.g., Paulhus & Carey, 2011; Rakos, Laurene, Skala, & Slane, 2008; Stroessner & Green, 1990; Viney, Waldman, & Barchilon, 1982 ). Yet, existing free-will scales were designed by psychologists to address psychological concerns, and they are not ideal for philosophical purposes, since the items comprising them don't express coherent philosophical positions.
8 Using scale methods for the purpose of studying philosophical intuitions poses a distinct methodological challenge, since we must elicit judgments about philosophical views without asking participants to choose sides in a debate. In the next section, we show how the FWIS meets this challenge, and this marks yet another sense in which the scale provides access to information that is missed by the Conflict Method. The process of developing a scale provides empirical data justifying the assumption that participants' judgments are, in fact, judgments of the philosophical positions of interest. Since questions of correct interpretation have been a source of disagreement in recent experimental philosophy, these data bear on some existing findings. First, however, we describe how a philosophical free-will scale works, and what it shows.
Scale Methodology and Factor Analysis
We conducted four rounds of data collection in order to identify the kinds of statements that belong on a free-will scale-statements that are unlikely to be misinterpreted in ways that render them irrelevant to philosophical debates. Participants were asked to report the degree to which they agreed or disagreed, on a seven-point Likert scale, with items in a randomized list. Responses were analyzed using exploratory factor analysis to determine which items formed coherent factors, or patterns of agreement across distinct items.
According to this method of analysis, distinct factors appear when participants respond in similar ways to coherent groups of items. Each item is then given a score or "loading" for each factor, which describes the extent to which that item is responsible for the overall pattern represented by the factor. Since there isn't any reason for two people (much less two hundred people) to respond in the same way to items they interpret in different ways, the best explanation for the appearance of a factor is that participants are interpreting and responding to the items of that factor in the same way.
When two items load on the same factor, this indicates similarity in responses in two ways. First, the degree of similarity in responses across multiple items is what determines which factor(s) those items belong to. Second, the degree of similarity among responses to a particular item determines how high or low that item's loading is on a given factor.
As a result, when several items expressing the same philosophically interesting notion (e.g., determinism) load highly on the same factor, the best explanation for this is that participants share with one another a single conception of the position in question, which leads them to agree to statements of that position to similar degrees. When items that don't express the same philosophical notion load highly on the same factor, the best explanation for this pattern of responses is also that participants share with one another a single view that leads them to agree to all these statements to a similar extent. Thus, if the items comprising a factor don't express a coherent philosophical position, the best explanation for this is that participants are not recognizing the logical conflicts that threaten the coherence of that "position." Participants are conflating the statements in question, and misinterpreting them as statements of the same position. Items that don't load on a given factor are simply being interpreted by participants as having no relationship to the items that do load on that factor.
Using this method, we wanted to address a number of questions. First, we wanted to know whether people naturally distinguish compatibilist from incompatibilist statements of free will, when they consider these statements in isolation, and not in the context of a debate. As it turns out, they do. We found that compatibilism and incompatibilism emerged as distinct factors for two different notions of free will that we tested. Our results identified eight factors, which comprise distinct sub-scales on our final scale. Thus, our final scale (appendix A) consists of eight sub-scales, made up of four or five items each, examining the following eight positions relevant to free-will debates: ability-to-do-otherwise compatibilism; ability-to-do-otherwise incompatibilism; sourcehood compatibilism; sourcehood incompatibilism; moral responsibility; proximal-determinism; distal-determinism; and fatalism. 9 The structure of the FWIS thereby addresses two different notions of free will taken from the philosophical literature: ability-to-do-otherwise freedom (ATDO) and sourcehood freedom (SH). Our items were designed to capture compatibilist and incompatibilist versions of each notion. For example, a typical compatibilist ATDO item read, "Audrey might have chosen to take the job in St. Louis instead of the job in Toronto, but only if she had wanted the job in St. Louis more."
10 The idea behind compatibilist claims that one "could have done otherwise" is that they are conditional claims about what one would have done if something prior to the action had been different.
11 By contrast, incompatibilists think that one "could have done otherwise" even holding fixed everything prior to one's action. Thus, a typical incompatibilist ATDO item read, "I could have bought a different dish soap than I actually bought, and I might have done so even if none of my preferences or desires had been different."
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Of course, this isn't the only notion of free will. Many philosophers prefer to think about free will in terms of an agent's being the source of her actions, where this doesn't require being able to do otherwise.
13 Such "sourcehood" (SH) views require instead that the action in question issue in the right way from one's reasons, values, desires, and so forth. Many compatibilists think that this is sufficient for an action to count as free.
14 Thus:
As long as Hannah decides what to do on the basis of her own reasons, that's sufficient for her to be the ultimate source of her actions; in other words, that's enough for her actions to be "up to her."
By contrast, incompatibilists require more than this, and incompatibilist sourcehood views are best expressed as a denial of the compatibilist's sufficiency claim, thus:
Even when Owen decides what to do on the basis of his own reasons, that's not enough for him to be the ultimate source of his actions; he must also have had the final say about how he responds to such reasons.
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For each way of conceptualizing free will (ATDO and SH), separate factors emerged for compatibilist and incompatibilist versions of the view. So, participants in our studies did naturally distinguish compatibilist from incompatibilist free will, along these two dimensions. Second, we wanted to know whether participants would be exclusively either natural compatibilists or natural incompatibilists. The answer is: they aren't (as we explain in detail below). While compatibilism and incompatibilism are logically incompatible, our results show that these positions aren't psychologically incompatible. People are sometimes both natural compatibilists and natural incompatibilists, even about the same notion of free will. 16 Third, establishing which items belong on the FWIS, and what the factors are, enables us to address recent controversies in experimental philosophy about how notions like determinism should be operationalized. In particular, we wanted to find out whether participants would confuse determinism with mechanism or fatalism, as Nahmias and his collaborators suggest. We discovered that they don't-at least not in the way that Nahmias and colleagues predict.
Finally, we discovered some intriguing new patterns in how people think about free will. For instance, it is an empirical question what notion of free will (if any) is naturally most closely related to intuitions about moral responsibility. The answer provided by the FWIS is: sourcehood freedom. Indeed, we found a clustering of intuitions around two very different sorts of reason people have for being concerned about free will, each of which interacted differently with different formulations of determinism. This suggests a clear divide among different reasons for interpreting determinism as a threat to free will, as we discuss later.
Data Collection

Method
Four samples of 250 subjects were recruited using Mechanical Turk. Here, details are given for the fourth dataset, which established the final version of the FWIS. Items were presented in seven-point Likert format with anchors of 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). Individual items were randomly assigned to different pages, which were displayed by a computer program in a random order. Demographic questions were included, as well as questions about philosophical education.
Results
Exploratory factor analysis
Because we collected data in four different rounds, we performed an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) on each dataset independently. The analyses were run in SPSS, using Maximum Likelihood estimation and Varimax rotation.
In the fourth round of data collection, in which the numbers of items were balanced across the relevant philosophical positions, our hypothesized factors were found, with items loading on the intended factors. In the second round, however, distinct factors emerged for proximal-determinism (Proximal-D) and distal-determinism (Distal-D), which we had not hypothesized.
17 ATDO-Compatibilism and ATDO-Incompatibilism were clearly distinct factors, with no items cross-loading between the factors; mean cross-loading was -.08. By contrast, while SH-Compatibilism and SH-Incompatibilism formed separate factors, they were not as clearly distinct, with an average cross-loading of .24. Yet the cross-loadings were not large enough to warrant combining the factors, and all cross-loadings were lower than the minimum loadings on the intended factor.
Over the course of the four rounds of data collection, we addressed many concerns regarding wording. This led to fluctuations in loadings, which ultimately determined which items would comprise the scale, but it had no effect on the overall factor structure. Between the second and third rounds, wordings were added to the Proximal-D items to assess the impact of mechanistic (neural) or psychological (thoughts, desires) causes of action. These wordings had no effect on the loadings for the Proximal-D factor, and both wordings are included in the final item set. In the final study, both first-and third-person determinism items were included, which had no effect on the loadings. We also attempted to standardize the complexity and length of the items across the sub-scales, to ensure that these considerations were not responsible for creating the factors. The final item set appears in appendix A. The factor loadings are shown in Table 1 .
Internal consistency reliability, usually measured with Cronbach's alpha, is used as an approximation of how similar an individual's score would be if given the scale again. Alphas were strong for all sub-scales. Distal-D had the highest reliability, a ¼ .94, while SH-Incompatibilism was the least reliable, a ¼ .72, but all were within an acceptable range, with .70 usually considered adequate and .90 being excellent. Strong reliability indicated that the items within each factor are strongly related to each other, and should remain stable across administrations of the measure. Alpha reliabilities are included in Table 1 .
Means and correlations
Once we had determined which items belonged on the scale, and had verified their reliability, we analyzed the answers people had given to those items. Figure 1 shows the means and standard deviations for each factor. Table 2 . This indicates that, on average, participants tended to agree with all these views. Moreover, except for the MR scale, these scales had the logic of possible worlds built into them, 18 so the results indicate that participants tended to be both natural compatibilists and incompatibilists about both notions of free will (ATDO and SH).
Correlations for free will and moral responsibility sub-scales
We found distinct factors for compatibilist and incompatibilist versions of both ATDO and SH views of free will. For ATDO, there was a significant difference in mean agreement between the compatibilist and incompatibilist factors, showing that agreement with the compatibilist version is significantly greater (M diff ¼ .79, t(255) ¼ 8.75, p , .001). The same pattern also holds for SH free will (M diff ¼ .26, t(254) ¼ 4.53, p , .001), although the magnitude of the difference is much smaller.
Although patterns in mean agreement were the same for ATDO and SH, the correlation patterns were different. Positive correlations show that the more participants agree with items on one factor, the more they will agree with items on 
General Discussion
Formulating the Scale: What the Factor Analysis Shows
The factor analysis tells us which items belong on the scale in the first place, and it does so by telling us whether participants distinguish various kinds of statements-for example, incompatibilist and compatibilist statements expressing sourcehood notions of free will. The strength of the scale methodology is that it succeeds in distinguishing such views even when participants agree with both of them, and even when they do so to the same degree. For instance, participants in our surveys clearly distinguished compatibilist and incompatibilist sourcehood statements, but they also agreed, and to nearly the same degree, with statements expressing each view. Regarding the ability to do otherwise, participants also distinguished compatibilism from incompatibilism. Yet while they again tended to agree with statements expressing each view, this time they didn't do so to the same degree. Rather, we found that when free will was framed as the ability to do otherwise, participants strongly favored compatibilism. The fact that participants distinguished compatibilist from incompatibilist statements, but agreed with both despite their logical incompatibility, is exactly the kind of information that the Conflict Method misses, and that our method is suited to accessing. Moreover, because all these statements expressed coherent philosophical positions, the best explanation for the emergence of any particular factor is that participants' shared with each other a single conception of that philosophical position. This makes participants' responses to the items in our surveys relevant to philosophical issues in a way that responses to previous free-will scales were not.
Explaining Away Incompatibilist Intuitions
Establishing which items belong on the FWIS, and what the factors are, enables us to speak directly to recent controversies in experimental philosophy about how notions like determinism should be operationalized. Indeed, there is a sense in which the development phase for scales is more useful in experimental philosophy than it is in psychology. A lot of data must be collected in developing a scale, and for most psychological purposes this data is of no further interest once the scale has been designed and validated. In experimental philosophy, by contrast, data collected in the design phase serve another purpose, since they tell us how to present people with questions they will understand in philosophically relevant ways.
For example, it is an empirical question whether participants misinterpret-in some way or another-statements of determinism. As Nahmias and Murray (2011) note, if respondents do misinterpret determinism, then their responses won't be about the compatibility of determinism and free will, so they will be irrelevant to the question whether people are natural compatibilists. Nahmias and Murray defend natural compatibilism, and they exploit this potential for misinterpretation as a way of explaining away the incompatibilist intuitions identified by philosophers such as Nichols and Knobe (2007) . Nahmias and Murray argue that a significant number of what seem to be incompatibilist intuitions actually are not. Incompatibilist intuitions often result from misunderstanding determinism in one of two ways, each of which is a form of bypassing.
One form of bypassing is mechanistic. According to Nahmias and his collaborators (e.g., 2005), when statements of determinism are framed neurologically rather than psychologically. participants have a greater tendency to judge agents as not free or responsible. This misinterpretation of determinism occurs when participants are told that an agent's decision was "completely caused"
19 by his or her neural processes, but not when it was completely caused by his or her thoughts and desires. 20 The suggestion is that when an agent's decision is described neurally, the role of the agent gets bypassed. This doesn't occur, they claim, when the decision is described psychologically. Clearly, however, determinism doesn't imply bypassing of deliberation, since determinism applies equally to neurological and psychological causes of decisions. As a result, Nahmias and Murray suggest, participants' intuitions are often not about the incompatibility of determinism and free will, but about the incompatibility of mechanistic descriptions of decisions and free will.
We think the mechanistic bypassing hypothesis is plausible. Nonetheless, our data show that the conflation posited in this form of bypassing simply doesn't occur: outside the context of compatibility questions, statements of determinism framed neurally are just as likely to be interpreted by participants as statements of determinism as are statements framed psychologically, as we now explain.
In collecting our data, we included determinism items phrased both neurally and psychologically. A typical neural item read as follows:
At 2:07 p.m. on Monday, Lucy decided to switch on the TV; the specific chemical reactions and neural processes occurring in Lucy's brain [emphasis added] at the time of her decision . . . made it the case that her decision had to happen the way it did.
By contrast, a typical psychological item read as follows:
Last Friday, Olivia decided to switch on the TV; Olivia's thoughts and desires [emphasis added] at the time of her decision . . . completely caused that decision.
If participants were more likely to interpret psychological items as statements of determinism, this would predict that loadings for these items on our Proximal-D factor would be significantly higher than loadings for neural items. Moreover, if the difference between the two kinds of statement were completely clear to participants, then neural and psychological wordings would form distinct factors in our analysis.
This wasn't what we found. Neural and psychological wordings both loaded highly on the same factor-Proximal-D-and these loadings were no higher for items that referred to thoughts and desires than they were for items referring to neural causes (mean for psychological items: .668; for neural items: .727). Thus, each sort of item contributed equally to the emergence of the Proximal-D factor, due to the observed similarity among responses across all items of this kind. Given that the results obtained by Nahmias and colleagues don't appear to be due to a general tendency to misinterpret determinism as mechanism, we think they must be due, instead, to the way in which people resolve conflicts of intuition when placed in a forced-choice experiment.
The second form of bypassing is said to occur when participants misinterpret determinism as fatalism, the thesis that some events will happen no matter what. Fatalism implies that certain actions will happen regardless of whatever deliberations lead up to them: our behavior isn't caused by our deliberations, so our agentive capacities are bypassed. Nahmias and Murray (2011) predicted that the greater the extent to which participants confused determinism with fatalism, the less they would tend to judge that agents are free or morally responsible, and their findings support this prediction.
As noted, however, Nahmias and Murray employed the Conflict Method in the experiments they conducted, placing participants in the context of a philosophical debate before eliciting responses.
21 By contrast, our method investigated participants' interpretation of the relevant positions prior to their consideration of compatibility questions. What we found was that Nahmias and Murray's results may have depended on the way in which determinism was presented in their experiments. In our studies, participants did tend to conflate determinism with fatalism, just as Nahmias and Murray suggest, but they did so only to a certain degree, and only in a certain respect.
First, statements of fatalism formed their own factor, which was distinct from both the Proximal-D and the Distal-D factors. This shows that there were at least some systematic differences in participants' understanding of all three types of statement. That said, the Distal-D factor was highly correlated with the Fatalism factor (r ¼ .60, p , .001). When determinism was described in terms of distal causes of action, such as the Big Bang, responses to statements of fatalism were indeed similar to responses regarding determinism. Further, participants agreed with Distal-D and Fatalism items to almost exactly the same degree. Across more than two hundred individuals, the average level of (dis)agreement with Fatalism items was 2.95, while for Distal-D items it was 3.08 ( Figure 1 ). This striking similarity, along with the strong positive correlation between them, supports the claim that fatalism indeed tends to be conflated with distal-determinism. So, while these positions are distinguished to some degree in the minds of the folk, the distinction is hazy.
However, distinct factors also emerged for Fatalism items and statements of determinism citing proximal causes of action-for example, "people's thoughts and desires just prior to their decisions"-and here the distinction was much less hazy. The correlation between these factors was substantially lower (r ¼ .40, p , .001).
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Moreover, as Figure 1 shows, while respondents clearly disagreed with Fatalism statements (on average), they neither agreed nor disagreed with Proximal-D statements. Many of the Conflict Method studies carried out so far describe determinism primarily in terms of distal causes. This leaves open the possibility that even if the folk tend to conflate Fatalism with determinism described in terms of distal causes, they may not do so when determinism is described in terms of proximal causes. That is, there may still be respects in which the folk are incompatibilists about free will and determinism, properly understood. Alternatively, studies that describe determinism in terms of proximal causes may end up yielding more reliable compatibilist results, by avoiding the tendency to conflate Distal-D and Fatalism. Finally, as we explain below, there are some compatibility questions for which it is Proximal-D, not Distal-D, that raises its head as a threat to free will.
In all this, we learned two important lessons for future studies. First, it doesn't matter whether determinism is described neurally or psychologically-at least when asking for agreement to scale items. 23 Second, when designing experiments that ask the folk to assume determinism for the sake of making a philosophical judgment, it makes a big difference whether determinism is described proximally or distally. As we explain below, this complicates questions about how intuitions about determinism bear on philosophical debates. Though Proximal-D and Distal-D may be psychologically distinct in the minds of the folk, they are not logically distinct with regard to philosophical questions about compatibility. It is determinism itself that is thought to be logically incompatible with freedom and responsibility, and it makes no philosophical difference whether the events that determine an action occurred recently, or a long time ago.
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Another thing we discovered is that folk notions of fatalism are wildly heterogeneous. Some of our fatalism items were fashioned to express logical variations of this position that are of interest to philosophers. Yet we also included items expressing more colloquial usages of 'fatalism'; for example, "if it was in the stars that Robert was going to kill his father, then Robert was going to kill his father no matter what." This notion of fatalism is distinct from more rigorous philosophical statements like, "Susan's decision to have juice had to happen the way it did, no matter what thoughts and desires were going through her mind prior to her decision" (which expresses the idea that no matter what the past or the laws might have been, Susan's action had to occur). We included the colloquial items because everyday uses of 'fatalism' seem to express the idea that there is an underlying teleology to the way in which some events unfold, and we wondered whether there was anything more to the folk notion of fatalism than what some psychologists call "promiscuous teleology" (Kelemen & Rosset, 2009 ).
In the end, participants didn't register these differences. Average loadings on the Fatalism factor were slightly higher for the more rigorous statements (M ¼ .579) than for the colloquial wordings (M ¼ .519), but this difference isn't important. Loadings for some colloquial items were easily high enough for them to be included on the final version of the Fatalism sub-scale. We conclude that the folk notion of fatalism may be vague and heterogeneous, which could partially explain the strong correlation between Fatalism and Distal-D on our final scale (r ¼ .60, p , .001). That is, since the folk notion of fatalism appears so vague in the first place, it might be easy for people to confuse it with certain wordings of determinism.
Putting the Scale to Use: What the Means and Correlations Show
Whereas the factor analysis is done in the course of formulating the scale, calculating the means and correlations is a way of using the scale. Once we identified the factors, the next step was to use the loadings for each item to select the best four or five items for the purposes of expressing the philosophical position represented by that factor. These items were then declared the "official" items comprising the sub-scale for that factor. Once we had identified which items would comprise the final scale, we were in a position to use the responses we had already collected for those items. This allowed us to examine mean levels of agreement to the positions expressed by each sub-scale, along with the correlations between levels of agreement for the positions represented on the scale. We have already mentioned some of these findings, but the means and correlations shown in Figure 1 and Table 2 also tell us much more about natural compatibility.
Most importantly, we found that participants in our studies tended to be both compatibilists and incompatibilists. For instance, participants tended to agree with statements expressing a compatibilist conception of sourcehood free will. Yet they also agreed with statements expressing an incompatibilist conception of sourcehood freedom, and to a similar extent (Figure 1) . Thus, all else being equal, when respondents weren't placed in an experimental situation asking them to resolve a psychological conflict between two logically conflicting intuitions, they possessed both incompatibilist and compatibilist intuitions regarding sourcehood, and they didn't exhibit a strong preference for either one. 25 Our data thus show that even when we focus specifically on sourcehood notions of free will, it makes no sense to claim that the folk are exclusively either compatibilists or incompatibilists. This state of affairs couldn't have been identified simply by running experiments that ask individuals to choose between compatibilism and incompatibilism.
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Regarding ability-to-do-otherwise (ATDO) notions of free will, participants also agreed with both compatibilist and incompatibilist statements. However, here we found a clear preference for compatibilism (Figure 1 ). We take this to predict that, when faced with a psychological conflict between compatibilist and incompatibilist ATDO statements, most participants will resolve in favor of compatibilism. In an important sense, then, folk intuitions are compatibilist here, even though participants also endorsed ATDO-Incompatibilism statements. Again, the task for future research is to administer the scale along with experiments, to identify the specific contexts in which people favor compatibilism or incompatibilism.
We also discovered an interesting clustering of intuitions around two different reasons people have for being concerned about the compatibility of determinism and free will, a clustering that is reflected in the philosophical literature as well. Almost all parties to free-will debates once agreed that agents must be able to do otherwise to be responsible. In recent decades, many compatibilists (in particular) have abandoned this idea. Sourcehood theorists claim instead that responsibility requires being-in a relevant sense-the source of one's actions. As Table 2 shows, endorsement of sourcehood (SH) items was highly correlated with endorsement of Moral Responsibility (MR) items, especially for compatibilist sourcehood (MR and SHCompatibilism: r ¼ .52, p , .001; MR and SH-Incompatibilism: r ¼ .31, p , .001). When free will is conceived as the ability to do otherwise, however, the corresponding relationship is much weaker. While we found a significant correlation between MR and ATDO-Compatibilism (r ¼ .33, p , .001), this correlation was substantially lower than that between MR and SH-Compatibilism. More importantly, we found no correlation at all between ATDO-Incompatibilism and MR (r ¼ .12, p ¼ .62). To the extent that there is any meaningful relationship between intuitions about responsibility and the ability to do otherwise, it appears to be due to compatibilist intuitions. Even so, compatibilist intuitions about responsibility are more strongly related to sourcehood intuitions than to intuitions about the ability to do otherwise.
This suggests a clear divide among folk intuitions between moral and modal reasons for interpreting determinism as a threat to free will. The modal cluster of intuitions is represented on the FWIS by the two ATDO sub-scales, while the moral cluster is captured by the two SH sub-scales, together with the MR sub-scale. The modal cluster doesn't interact as strongly with responsibility as traditional assumptions might suggest. This indicates that the move among compatibilist philosophers away from the ability to do otherwise as a condition on responsibility, and instead toward sourcehood conditions, is a move in the direction of folk intuitions.
Even more strikingly, we found an interesting interaction between the moral and modal clusters and the two forms of determinism. When proximal causes of action were cited (e.g., "people's thoughts and desires just prior to their decisions"), interesting relationships emerged between determinism and the modal cluster. Yet when distal causes were cited (e.g., the Big Bang), the interesting relationships were between determinism and the moral cluster. More specifically, we found a negative correlation between Proximal-D and ATDO-Incompatibilism (r ¼ -.29, p , .001), and a positive correlation between Proximal-D and ATDO-Compatibilism (r ¼ .21, p , .005). However, we found no significant correlation between Proximal-D and either SH (whether Compatibilist or Incompatibilist) or MR (MR: r ¼ -.06, SHCompatibilism: r ¼ 2.09; SH-Incompatibilism: r ¼ .07). Thus, Proximal-D appears to affect modal intuitions regarding the ability to do otherwise, but it has no corresponding effect on the moral cluster of intuitions.
By contrast, Distal-D affected the moral cluster more than the modal cluster. Distal-D was negatively correlated with both ATDO factors, but these correlations were extremely weak (ATDO-Compatibilism: r ¼ -.16, p , .05; ATDO-Incompatibilism: r ¼ -.151, p , .05). Moreover, the relationship between Distal-D and SHIncompatibilism was also weak (r ¼ -.13, p , .05). By contrast, the relationships between Distal-D and the other two factors in the moral cluster were much stronger.
First, Distal-D was strongly negatively correlated with MR (r ¼ -.42, p , .001). Recall that, within the moral cluster, MR is strongly correlated with SH-Compatibilism (r ¼ .52, p , .001). Accordingly, it isn't surprising that there is a strong negative correlation between Distal-D and SH-Compatibilism (r ¼ -.33, p , .001) as well. Indeed, while SH-Compatibilism is more highly positively correlated with MR than it is with any other factor, it is also more highly negatively correlated with Distal-D than with any other factor. Compatibilist intuitions about sourcehood appear to be intimately connected to those about responsibility, but they are also psychologically incompatible with This suggests that what is distinctively compatibilist about sourcehood intuitions is the compatibility of sourcehood free will and Proximal-D. This seems to be because (natural) sourcehood compatibilists care more about responsibility than anything else, and retain a natural incompatibilist tendency about the relationship between Distal-D and MR.
Thus, while Proximal-D is more often seen as a threat to modal concerns regarding the ability to do otherwise, Distal-D is more often seen as a threat to moral concerns regarding responsibility.
Explaining Away Compatibilist Intuitions
Just as Nahmias and his collaborators provide an error theory for incompatibilist intuitions, Nichols and Knobe (2007) suggest an error theory for compatibilist intuitions. According to their view, the folk naturally have an incompatibilist theory of responsibility, but their application of this theory is sometimes clouded by affective responses. In "abstract" conditions, which elicit theoretical cognition, people tend to be incompatibilists about responsibility, while in "concrete" conditions, which elicit an affective response, people tend to be compatibilists. Nichols and Knobe claim that the affective response induces a performance error, by interfering with participants' ability to reason correctly in applying their theory of responsibility.
Our results don't speak directly to Nichols and Knobe's error theory, partly because we didn't test for effects of affect or concreteness. For all the FWIS tells us, Nichols and Knobe's error theory might be correct, in that it identifies one way in which conflicts of intuition about responsibility get resolved by the folk. What the FWIS does tell usand Nichols and Knobe's experiments don't-is what folk intuitions about responsibility look like prior to participants' being put in forced-choice experimental situations. We found that the conception of free will most intimately related to intuitions about responsibility was a compatibilist notion, not an incompatibilist one. We think this suggests that Nichols and Knobe's findings are more limited than they might otherwise appear. Let us explain.
Nichols and Knobe's results support the view that the folk are natural incompatibilists about responsibility. According to our findings, however, this compatibility question is psychologically distinct from other compatibility questions about free will. Even if Nichols and Knobe's data show that people are natural incompatibilists about responsibility, our data show that people are natural compatibilists in other senses. Most strikingly, incompatibilist intuitions about responsibility 28 co-exist in the minds of the folk alongside compatibilist intuitions about free will-even for the notion of free will most immediately related to intuitions about responsibility.
Second, our results are consistent with Nichols and Knobe's incompatibilist results, in that we too find that MR responses are negatively correlated with Distal-D responses (r ¼ -.42, p , .001). Further, we found that the greater the extent to which people agreed with MR statements, the more they also agreed with SHIncompatibilism (r ¼ .31, p , .001). Thus, since sourcehood free will is part of the moral cluster, rather than the modal cluster, one might think that these distinct forms of incompatibilism are psychologically related. That is, perhaps people are natural incompatibilists about both responsibility and sourcehood free will because they take sourcehood to be what is required for responsibility.
However, we found that the correlation between MR and SH-Compatibilism is even higher than that between MR and SH-Incompatibilism, and by a considerable margin (.31 versus .52). This predicts that, across a range of studies using the Conflict Method, substantially more people will resolve conflicts between compatibilist and incompatibilist sourcehood intuitions in favor of compatibilism. So, while our results do identify a certain variety of incompatibilist intuition about responsibility, it is of a constrained and limited sort. Even if someone has (partly) incompatibilist intuitions about MR, this doesn't mean she will also have incompatibilist intuitions about free will.
29 If this is the extent of the incompatibilist theory that Nichols and Knobe can attribute to the folk, then it is much weaker than the one that they apparently have in mind.
This suggests a further sense in which Nichols and Knobe's results are limited: they seem to apply only to Distal-D. Our results suggest that individuals who resolved the conflict in Nichols and Knobe's experiments in favor of incompatibilism might have chosen compatibilism instead, had the vignettes cited proximal rather than distal causes. Of course, we have no evidence indicating that incompatibilists about MR and Distal-D would respond as compatibilists about MR and Proximal-D. However, the kind of natural incompatibilism that Nichols and Knobe identify is based only on intuitions from the moral cluster, and our data show that this kind of natural incompatibilism doesn't automatically come along with incompatibilist intuitions from the modal cluster, where proximal causes are of primary importance. Moreover, Proximal-D and Distal-D are not distinct philosophical positions, even if they function differently in the minds of the folk. Thus, before we can conclude that the folk are natural incompatibilists about MR and determinism, it remains to be shown that they are natural incompatibilists about MR and Proximal-D as well. If not, then it is unclear what the philosophical content of the incompatibilist intuitions identified by Nichols and Knobe is supposed to be.
Just as the data Nahmias and Murray present in support of their error theory for incompatibilist intuitions may be limited to Distal-D, the support that Nichols and Knobe provide for their error theory is also limited in scope. What this reveals is not that there is anything wrong with Nichols and Knobe's studies, but rather that the kind of natural incompatibilism demonstrated in their studies is, at best, of a very specific form. These limitations leave open the possibility that folk intuitions are both compatibilist and incompatibilist at the same time.
Concluding Remarks
The Conflict Method has produced results supporting both sides of the natural compatibilism debate, leading experimental philosophers on each side to propose error theories explaining away opponents' results. Our findings suggest that these error theories have been proposed too soon. Even if folk intuitions are compatibilist or incompatibilist in a particular experiment, this is no reason to think that folk intuitions are consistently compatibilist or incompatibilist (compare Doris, Knobe, & Woolfolk, 2007) . Experiments simply aren't the right tool for measuring judgments across a wide range of circumstances and contexts, and there is no a priori reason to assume that folk intuitions will be consistent across all these contexts.
While experiments employing the Conflict Method are capable of telling us how people resolve conflicts of intuition in specific contexts, scale methodology allows us to "zoom out," and to gain an overview of the ways in which responses across experimental contexts are related. This overview shows us that empirical questions about natural compatibility are much more complicated than has been recognized. So before we assume that certain intuitions need to be explained away, we should seriously consider the empirical possibility that folk intuitions aren't especially coherent or logically consistent. This possibility can't be explored if coherence and logical consistency are already built into the design of the questions that we present to the folk.
Our primary aim here has been to convince others-philosophers and psychologists alike-that uncovering what folk intuitions are like prior to participants' being put in forced-choice experiments can make experimental results more powerful, by illustrating what the basic intuitions are that participants bring to these choices, thereby showing how data across many different experiments are related.
Appendix A
Item numbers correspond to the numbers in Table 1 and are presented in the same order.
Proximal Determinism
1_01
At 2:07 p.m. on Monday, Lucy decided to switch on the TV; the specific chemical reactions and neural processes occurring in Lucy's brain at the time of her decision-in accord with the laws of nature-made it the case that her decision had to happen the way it did. 7_01 At 8 p.m. yesterday evening, Emma decided to watch a movie; the specific chemical reactions and neural processes occurring in Emma's brain at the time of her decision-in accord with the laws of nature-completely caused that decision.
2_07
If a week from now I decide to eat pasta for dinner, my thoughts and desires just prior to my decision-in accord with the laws of nature-will make it the case that I have to decide to have pasta for dinner.
5_07
On Saturday evening, Michael decided to watch a movie; Michael's thoughts and desires at the time of his decision-in accord with the laws of physics-made it the case that his decision had to happen the way it did. 9_06 People's thoughts and desires just prior to their decisions-in accord with the laws of nature-make it the case that their decisions have to happen the way they do.
Distal Determinism
2_02
At exactly two o'clock last Tuesday, Jack decided to eat a pizza; the state of the universe millions of years ago and all the subsequent events right up until Jack's decision-in accord with the laws of nature-made it the case that his decision had to happen the way it did. 1_07 The state of the universe millions of years ago and all the events ever since then-in accord with the laws of nature-make it the case that my decisions have to happen the way they do.
6_03
Imagine that at 7:55 p.m. yesterday evening, you decided to watch a movie; the state of the universe millions of years ago and all the events after that right up until your decision-in accord with the laws of nature-made it the case that your decision had to happen the way it did.
7_06
If a week from now Mike decides to buy a new guitar, the state of the universe millions of years ago and all the subsequent events right up until Mike's decisionin accord with the laws of nature-make it the case that he will have to decide to buy a new guitar. 10_07 If a week from now I decide to have a soda with lunch, the state of the universe millions of years ago and all the subsequent events right up until my decision-in accord with the laws of nature-make it the case that I will have to decide to have a soda with lunch.
Ability-To-Do-Otherwise Incompatibilism 
Moral Responsibility
6_05
Matt dived into the swimming pool and rescued a drowning child, so he deserved the praise he later received for his action.
1_09
When a person deliberately helps another person that she doesn't really have to help, she deserves whatever reward she later receives for this action.
4_04
Freya stole the car just for fun, and she knew that stealing it was wrong, so she deserves the blame she later received for this action. 2_04
Even though she was under no obligation to donate money, Julia donated 20% of her income to the victims of the earthquake, so she deserved the praise she later received for her action.
7_03
When someone deliberately harms another person, she deserves whatever punishment she later receives for her action.
Fatalism
1_05
Susan's decision to have juice had to happen the way it did, no matter what thoughts and desires were going through her mind prior to her decision. 9_04
Anna's decision to make a cup of tea had to happen the way it did, regardless of the thoughts and desires she had at the time.
5_04
Sartre always knew he'd become famous, so he was going to become famous no matter what. 10_06 Josh's decision to eat steak for dinner had to happen the way it did, no matter what chemical and neural processes were going on in his brain at the time.
7_04
On the night Rachel was born, her great-grandfather had a dream in which Rachel was surrounded by her own seven grandchildren, so it was inevitable that Rachel would grow up to have seven grandchildren of her own.
[6] One might object that a "neither disagree nor agree" answer in a Conflict Method experiment is a way of choosing both sides. Yet such an answer is ambiguous between agreeing with neither option and agreeing with both options. [7] For example, Nichols and Knobe (2007) seek to understand the processes that produce decision-outcomes, and they do so by designing a new set of experiments.
[8] For the same reason, Nadelhoffer, Shepard, Nahmias, Sripada, & Ross (forthcoming) have developed a philosophical free-will scale that focuses on relationships between free-will intuitions and intuitions about dualism. [9] We say more about the fatalism items in sections 4 and 5, and about the determinism items both in those sections and later in this section.
[10] Since our ATDO items describe only proximal causes of action, they do not rule out the possibility that respondents assume indeterminism for times prior to the relevant determining causes. One might thus worry whether agreement here indicates legitimate compatibilist intuitions. Furthermore, if participants assume determinism only at the time of the action, and not prior to it, they would have an "improper" notion of determinism in mind, and thus wouldn't be judging ATDO as compatible with determinism proper. We recognize this empirical possibility, but consider it unlikely. That said, the only way to know whether such possibilities threaten our results is to pursue exactly the sort of additional empirical work we designed the scale to stimulate.
[11] Incompatibilists about the ability to do otherwise (hard determinists included) can't agree with this (see note 12).
[12] Incompatibilists can agree that agents have a compatibilist ability to do otherwise. However, incompatibilists can't consistently agree with our compatibilist ATDO items, since these items deny that agents can do otherwise given the actual past and laws. Likewise, compatibilists can agree (although we know of no one who has done so) that agents have an incompatibilist ability to do otherwise, yet still insist that it isn't required for anything of importance. Nevertheless, compatibilists can't consistently agree with our incompatibilist ATDO items, since these items assert what compatibilists deny: even if everything (past and laws) prior to an agent's decision were to remain fixed, the agent could have done otherwise. [13] This tendency is largely due to Frankfurt (1969) . See Timpe (2013) for an overview of the relevant literature. [14] Standardly, there is both a control condition and an epistemic condition on moral responsibility. The sourcehood compatibilist's claim is that an action's issuing from the agent in the right way is sufficient, at least control-wise, for responsibility; for all the conditions jointly sufficient for responsibility to be met, the epistemic condition must also be satisfied. [15] We recognize that a certain kind of compatibilist might agree with this incompatibilist claim, if she takes volitional states, not reasons-responsive states, to be important for sourcehood. Moreover, respondents' having such intuitions could explain the correlation we found between SH-Compatibilism and SH-Incompatibilism factors (section 4.2.3). In fact, we did find that the item tracking this alternative sort of SH-Compatibilism (item 2_03, appendix A) is strongly correlated with agreement to SH-Incompatibilist items citing "reasons," "reasoning," and "values" (items 4_08, 6_04, 10_03). Yet we also found a strong correlation between this item (2_03) and its direct incompatibilist denial (item 8_01). Thus, the hypothesis that compatibilists are coherently responding as incompatibilists doesn't appear to be the best explanation for the general correlation between SH-Compatibilism and SH-Incompatibilism. Nevertheless, this is precisely the sort of new empirical hypothesis that could be examined in more detail, and that the FWIS helps us to identify.
[16] Nothing important depends on how people use the term 'free will'. Our scale addresses substantive conceptual issues, not semantic issues about 'free will'. We wanted to see whether people agree to statements that imply agreement to (in)compatibilist notions of ATDO or SH, regardless of how they are inclined to use 'free will'. [17] A typical Proximal-D item is, "People's thoughts and desires just prior to their decisions-in accord with the laws of nature-make it the case that their decisions have to happen the way they do." A typical Distal-D item is, "The state of the universe millions of years ago and all the events ever since then-in accord with the laws of nature-make it the case that my decisions have to happen the way they do." Note that these items ask only about the actual world, so they are not directly relevant to the compatibility issue, which concerns whether we have free will in any possible world where determinism is true. By contrast, the SH and ATDO items do directly address this issue, since the logic of possible worlds is built into them.
[18] See note 17.
[19] This was Nahmias and colleagues' term of art for 'determined'. We tested for differences in participants' responses dependent on whether the phrase 'completely caused' was used, or instead 'had to happen' (compare Nichols & Knobe, 2007) . None was found. [20] In both these cases, of course, the decision is determined by prior states of the agent in accord with the laws of nature.
[21] There is a difference between placing participants in the context of a debate, and thus priming them to look for logical inconsistencies, and building consistency into the answer choices by disallowing participants to say that free will is both consistent and inconsistent with determinism (as they can on a scale). By "Conflict Method," we refer to experimental studies that do both. [22] This correlation is still quite strong, but the important point is that it is substantially lower than the degree to which the Distal-D factor correlated with the Fatalism factor.
[23] This is consistent with its (perhaps) mattering in certain forced-choice experiments.
[24] Perhaps there is a philosophical difference: proximal causes may leave it open that the agent is ultimately responsible for the cause itself, while distal causes seem to preclude this (although assuming so begs the question against philosophical compatibilists). The sense in which we mean that there is no philosophical difference is this: each of these two formulations says that a complete description of the world (together with the laws) at some instant prior to an agent's action entails that she performs that action when she does. On this formulation, the threat to freedom or responsibility is perhaps less salient when determinism is describe in proximal terms, since then it specifies simply that the action is due to states of the agent, and prior causes of those states aren't mentioned. Yet that is just a psychological difference, not a philosophical one. It is also a difference our method is wellsuited to uncovering.
[25] Thus, our data make no specific predictions for how respondents will, in general, resolve conflicts between compatibilist and incompatibilist sourcehood intuitions. However, see section 5.4. [26] See note 6.
[27] By the same token, those who endorse Distal-D tend to reject MR.
[28] Unlike our ATDO and SH items, the logic of possible worlds isn't built into our MR items.
Yet we do adduce some weaker, indirect evidence that folk intuitions are (partly) incompatibilist about responsibility, as we discuss immediately below. [29] This result may come as a shock to anyone who thinks that free will just is whatever form of control is required for moral responsibility. We note, however, that our own findings about responsibility are also limited. Our MR sub-scale is a limited instrument, and it may take developing a new scale devoted entirely to intuitions about responsibility to get to the bottom of why participants in Nichols and Knobe's experiments resolved conflicts of intuitions between responsibility and determinism in the way they did.
